
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PROMOTION MIX

Both small and large organizations need to adopt promotional mix strategies in questionnaire administered. . Concept of
Promotional Mix Strategy.

Conclusion and recommendationâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦35 5. It is advantageous to the company to
continue improving their promotional method with current dynamic and competitive business environment.
Most of Anbessa shoe share company respondents were male who found in different age range and
educational level. Define and Describe Marketing Mix for Banking Services Marketing Mix for Banking
Services The formulation of marketing mix for the banking services is the prime responsibility of the bank
professional who based on their expertise and excellence attempt to market the services and schemes
profitably. Is the type of promotion have been used by ASSC is enough to attract customers? The shoe making
units of Darmar latter called Anbessa shoe factory, stated list operation as a public enterprise on February 10,
with a fixed capital of birr , and total work force of  How do you compare the promotion and the quality of
company product? I Acknowledgement First of all, I would like to extend my depressed and special gratitude
to my advisor Ato Yohanes Taddesse for his unlimited advise and insight full commitment in the preparation
of research report and I would like to thank staff of Business and Economics College for their help in my
work. Likewise the interview questions were also asked to the marketing and sales management and the said
that the company did not concentrate on promotion rather. It was inspiration by such means that redefined
lakeside as an energy drink for teenagers and the Automobile Association as' the forth emergency service.
Length of customer hood with company product S. Objective of the study Relationship between quality and
promotion 9. A firm with a really new product may not have to do any thing but inform customers about it and
show that it meets consumer needs better than other products. Finally,  Even in those two cases, criteria are
severally limited. Quality Price condition Promotion strategy If any other pleas specify  The success of failure
of direct marketing imitative is normally reported in terms of coupon returns enquires of the page order its
communicative efficiency is seldom tested in any way advertising effectiveness is typically measured by
criteria such as awareness, recall, attitude change and sales movements. A promotional plan can have wide
range of objectives including: sales increase, new product acceptance, creation of brand equity, positioning
competitive realization and creation of a corporate image. This section will use agency to stand for both. In
order to over come this problem the researcher recommend the following mechanism based on finding of
analysis part. Boon and Kurtz , contemporary marketing, 11th edition prentice Hall, new delh. This has
enabled the company to increase its capacity. From promotional board like wise the interviews were
conducted with marketing departments and asked that what type of media the company uses to promote and
create awareness about its produce and they replied that the company most use television and radio to
introduce its product. Yes No  And also the company sets a budget for promotion is not independent and
separate from others budget.


